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Reflectivity of crystalline Ge and Si at the melting temperature measured
in real time with subnanosecond temporal resolution

N. Chaoui,a) J. Siegel,b) J. Solis, and C. N. Afonso
Instituto de Optica, CSIC, Serrano 121, 28006 Madrid, Spain

~Received 1 September 2000; accepted for publication 20 December 2000!

Real time reflectivity measurements with subnanosecond time resolution have been used to
determine the reflectivity at the melting temperatureRS(Tm) of single crystalline Ge and Si at 514.5
nm. Due to the excellent time resolution and sensitivity achieved in a single exposure experiment,
the reflectivity of the solid just before melting could be measured. Values ofRS(Tm)50.470
60.006 andRS(Tm)50.44060.008 forc-Ge andc-Si have, respectively, been determined. These
values, together with those determined by heating in vacuum in the range 300–800 K, are compared
to those reported earlier in the literature and the differences are discussed. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1350413#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The precise knowledge of the evolution of the optic
properties of semiconducting materials at high temperatu
is very important for many applications, especially those
which laser annealing is one of the key steps of mate
processing. In spite of the large amount of experimental
formation available on the temperature dependence of
optical constants of Ge1,2 and Si3–7 in the solid phase, reli-
able data are in most cases limited to temperatures far be
the melting temperature (Tm). This is mostly because th
long time high-temperature procedure required for suc
determination makes it normally difficult to avoid the tran
formation of the sample surface~annealing, oxidation! thus
hampering the acquisition of reliable data. This problem
even more severe in the case of amorphous materials.8 Even
for temperatures well belowTm , the determination of the
temperature evolution of optical properties of materials is
an easy task and requires an extremely precise control o
temperature at the surface of the sample. Among others
phisticated reflectivity/transmitivity techniques3–7 or meth-
ods such as pseudo-Brewster angle9 or polarization modula-
tion ellipsometry5,6 @~PME!, hereafter# are typically used. In
order to minimize surface oxidation effects, the measu
ments are usually carried out either in ultrahigh vacuum2,3 or
in an inert gas atmosphere.5,6 Despite these precautions, th
growth of extremely thin oxide layers may occur and diffe
ent models have to be used to take into account their effe
particularly for the case of PME. An extensive discuss
about the problematic of oxide growth during measureme
of temperature dependent optical constants can be foun
Ref. 5.

Even when these problems can be successfully so
for temperatures far below the melting temperature, th
might become insolvable at temperatures close to~or above!
the melting point of a given material. In this context, nan
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second laser irradiation combined with time resolved m
surements have been shown to provide a powerful mean
determine the optical constants of molten sem
conductors.10,11The main advantage of this procedure is th
heating is induced by a short laser pulse over a time la
sufficiently small to prevent oxidation-related effects givin
rise to the formation of a liquid layer that persists lon
enough~typically in the 10–100 ns range! to allow the use of
nanosecond resolution measurements. For instance, the
cal constants of liquid Si10,11 and Ge11 at several common
laser wavelengths reported by Jellisonet al. by means of
time resolved ellipsometry, using a KrF excimer laser
inducing surface melting, are now considered by a majo
as reference values.

The complexity of the measurements is even further
creased when trying to determine the reflectivity value of
solid phase in the neighborhood of the melting point (Tm).
This is because laser induced heating may occur faster
the duration of the laser pulse, since at high energy densi
strong heating can be induced by the leading edge of
pulse, which for the most common high power nanoseco
pulsed lasers is just a few nanoseconds. Actually, Jelli
et al.12 performed real time reflectivity experiments at 63
and 1152 nm with nanosecond temporal resolution upon
cimer laser irradiation@l5248 nm,t540 ns, full width at
half maximum~FWHM!# of c-Si andc-Ge. These measure
ments allowed them to determine the reflectivity of the h
solid at the melting temperature. They also carried out c
ventional reflectivity measurements at lower temperatu
which showed a linear dependence. However, the values
the reflectivity of the solid atTm measured by real time re
flectivity ~RTR! were in clear disagreement with the line
extrapolation of the measurements carried at lower temp
tures. This discrepancy was explained in terms of solid ph
overheating. Nevertheless, Siegelet al.13–15 have very re-
cently underlined that a resolution in the nanosecond ra
can lead to misleading values of the reflectivity whenever
reflectivity changes take place within a few nanoseconds
this work, we report measurements of the reflectivity ofc-Ge
and c-Si in the solid state, at the melting temperatu

pe-
3 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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RS(Tm) hereafter, at the Ar1 laser line,l5514.5 nm. These
reflectivity values are derived from experiments in whi
pulsed laser irradiation~l5584 nm,t54 ns! is used to heat
the sample surface while the time evolution of its reflectiv
is measured in real time withsubnanosecondresolution us-
ing a streak camera in a single exposure experiment.14 We
will show that this high time resolution is necessary even
the relatively long pulse used. Measurements of the temp
ture dependence of the reflectivity ofc-Ge andc-Si in the
300–800 K interval using conventional heating techniqu
have also been carried out for comparison.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The samples used were optically polished^100&, 0.02
V cm, p-type Ge wafers and 0.2V cm, n-type Si wafers.
Before irradiation, they were cleaned by successive ul
sonic bathing in different organic solvents~trichloro-
ethylene, acetone, and ethanol! with intermediate and fina
steps of drying with high purity dry N2 . No attempt was
made to remove the native oxide layer which was in b
cases~Ge and Si! 2–3 nm nanometers thick.16

The experimental setup used to carry out the RTR m
surements with subnanosecond resolution was describe
detail in Ref. 14. It essentially consisted of a pump laser u
to irradiate the sample surface in a single exposure, and a
probe laser used to monitor the time evolution of the sam
reflectivity. The pump laser was a dye laser amplifi
pumped with the second harmonic of a Q-switch
Nd:yttrium–aluminun–garnet laser~532 nm!. The dye am-
plifier was seeded with the output of a cw dye laser tuned
584 nm and pumped with an Ar1 laser operating at 514 nm
The amplified output beam~l5584 nm,t54 ns, FWHM!
passed through different optical elements for spatial filter
and energy control before being focused at normal incide
onto the sample surface to a spot size of several hundred
microns. The irradiations were performed in air and ea
region of the sample was irradiated only once.

The probe beam was delivered by a single mode cw A1

laser ~514.5 nm!. Single mode operation of the probe las
turned out to be essential for the measurements with s
nanosecond resolution in order to avoid intensity fluctuati
in the subnanosecond time scale due to mode competitio14

The probe laser beam was pulsed by means of an aco
optic modulator to a pulse duration of 1ms and then focused
to a ;50 mm spot size at the center of the irradiated area
an angle of incidence of 15°. The ratio of the pump a
probe beam sizes at the sample surface ensured that th
gion probed by the Ar1 laser beam was homogeneously
radiated. The time evolution of the probe beam intensity
flected at the surface was then measured in single expo
by means of a streak camera with a time resolution of 350
over a time window with a full width of 50 ns.

The temperature dependence of the reflectivity at 51
nm of the samples was also measured in the tempera
interval from 300 to 800 K using a vacuum chamber
31023 Pa) equipped with anad hocfurnace. The tempera
ture of the sample surface was measured by means
chromel–alumel thermocouple in contact with it while
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reflectivity was measured by using the same single mode
Ar1 laser used in the RTR measurements focused at an a
of 15° in order to exactly reproduce the conditions of t
RTR measurements. The light reflected from the surface
collected by a photodiode connected to a lock-in amplifi
The power of the probe beam was always kept at a low le
in order to prevent any possible annealing effects while
small fraction of it was used as a reference to compensate
random, small-amplitude fluctuations of the laser output. T
changes of reflectivity,DR/R(300 K)5@R(T)2R(300 K)/
R(300 K)#, relative to the value at room temperatu
R(300 K) were thus easily determined.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1~a! shows the time evolution of the reflectivit
of c-Ge at 514.5 nm upon irradiation at two different flu
ences above the melting threshold@Fm(Ge!5200 mJ/cm2#.
For both fluences, the absorption of the pump pulse~in-
cluded as a dashed line!, gives rise to a sudden reflectivit

FIG. 1. ~a! RTR transients upon nanosecond laser pulse irradiation ofc-Ge
for two laser fluences above the melting threshold together with the pro
of the laser pulse~dashed line!. ~b! and ~c! show magnifications of the
region of the two transients included in~a! within the square. The dashe
lines in~b! and~c! correspond a linear approximation of the evolution of t
solid and liquid phase reflectivities at the melt onset.
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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increase related to the formation of a metallic liquid layer
top of the surface.12,17 If the fluence is sufficient, the reflec
tivity reaches the value corresponding to an optically th
metallic liquid layer and remains high over several tens
nanoseconds before decreasing again due to the onset o
lidification. A similar plot for the case ofc-Si has been in-
cluded in Fig. 2~a!, although in this case, the melting thres
old is higher @Fm(Si!5330 mJ/cm2#. In both cases,@Figs.
1~a! and 2~a!#, it can be seen that the sharp reflectivity i
crease associated to the solid-liquid~S–L! phase transition is
much faster than the leading edge of the pump pulse, cle
indicating that even for nanosecond pulse irradiation, a
tection technique with subnanosecond resolution can be
sential.

Figures 1~b!, 1~c!, 2~b!, and 2~c! show magnifications of
the reflectivity increases shown respectively in Figs. 1~a! and
2~a! in the vicinity of the melt onset. For the case ofc-Ge
@Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!#, a gentle reflectivity decrease occu
before the onset of the S–L phase transition seen as a s

FIG. 2. ~a! RTR transients upon nanosecond laser pulse irradiation ofc-Si
for two laser fluences above the melting threshold together with the pr
of the laser pulse~dashed line!. ~b! and ~c! show magnifications of the
region of the two transients included in~a! within the square. The dashe
lines in~b! and~c! correspond a linear approximation of the evolution of t
solid and liquid phase reflectivities at the melt onset.
Downloaded 12 Mar 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to A
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increase. In contrast, the RTR transients ofc-Si @Figs. 2~b!
and 2~c!# exhibit a smooth and continuous increase of t
reflectivity before the onset of the S–L phase transition s
as a change of slope. We have included as dashed line
slopes corresponding to the evolution of the reflectivity
the solid and the liquid phases in the neighborhood of
S–L transition. The reflectivity values at the interception
the two slopes should correspond to the reflectivity of
solid phase immediately before the phase change and
plotted as a function of laser fluence in Fig. 3. It is clea
seen that within experimental resolution, this reflectiv
does not depend on the fluence, confirming that this va
corresponds to the reflectivity of the solid at the melti
temperature. The mean values respectively obtained forc-Ge
and c-Si are RS(Tm)50.47060.006 andRS(Tm)50.440
60.008, at their melting temperature@Tm(c-Ge!51210 K
and Tm(c-Si!51683 K#. The quoted error values are th
mean deviation extracted from a mean square fitting of
data shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the

le

FIG. 3. Reflectivity of the solid phase at the melting temperature as a fu
tion of the laser pulse fluence for bothc-Ge andc-Si. The solid lines
correspond to the mean value determined and the arrows indicate the r
tivity value at room temperature~300 K!: RS(300 K)50.505 forc-Ge and
RS(300 K)50.380 forc-Si.

FIG. 4. ~m! Reflectivity of c-Ge andc-Si as a function of temperature in
the solid phase measured by conventional heating in vacuum.~j! Denotes
the values ofRS(Tm) extracted from the RTR transient at the same wav
length. The long dashed lines correspond to the interpolation of the two
of results. Data from~h! Viña et al. ~Ref. 2!, ~,! Aspnes and Studna~Ref.
1!, ~s! Francoiset al. ~Ref. 3!, and~solid line! Jellison and Modine~Ref. 5!
have also been included. The short dashed line is the linear extrapolati
the results in Ref. 5 for temperatures up toTm .
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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flectivity of Ge and Si in the solid phase at the probe wa
length in the temperature interval from 300 to 800 K. T
reflectivity values of both materials at the melting tempe
ture RS(Tm) extracted from our RTR measurements ha
also been included along with the corresponding interpo
tions ~long-dashed lines! from room temperature up toTm .

IV. DISCUSSION

Jellison and co-workers12 performed RTR measuremen
at 632 and 1152 nm inc-Si andc-Ge during excimer lase
irradiation ~l5248 nm andt540 ns, FWHM!. Using nano-
second resolution measurements, they determined the re
tivity of the hot solid before the solid-liquid phase transitio
at those two wavelengths. For bothc-Si and c-Ge, they
found that the reflectivity of the hot solid just before meltin
laid above the linear extrapolation of the reflectivity of t
solid phase measured at lower temperatures. This was i
preted as~i! an overheating of the solid before melting o
and ~ii ! a deviation from linearity in the dependence of r
flectivity with temperature at high temperatures~above 1000
K!. In our case, the independence of the reflectivity of
solid phase immediately before the S–L phase transi
~Fig. 3! on the laser fluence clearly shows that solid ph
overheating, if any, has a negligible effect on the reflectiv
of the solid material immediately before the phase transit
for pulses as short as 4 ns. Our measurements also s
~Figs. 1 and 2! that the S–L phase transition upon irradiati
with nanosecond laser can be extremely fast~within less than
1 ns at high fluences!, pointing out the need for a sufficien
~subnonosecond! time resolution14 to determine accurately
the reflectivity of the solid phase atTm . This observation
suggests that, even using a pulse ten times longer than
as it was the case in the measurements of Jellison
co-workers,12 the time resolution can be a critical issue. Th
could explain the inconsistency observed by these auth
but also opens up the question of whether the linear extra
lation of the temperature dependence of the solid phase
flectivity is valid for high temperatures, as they assumed
Ref. 12.

The temperature dependence of the reflectivity of se
conductor materials is caused by changes in the band s
ture due to thermal expansion along with the renormaliza
of the band energies due to electron-phonon interaction18

The thermal expansion may result in a decrease of the re
tive index and thus of the material reflectivity while, at th
same time, as the temperature increases, more and
phonons are generated and consequently phonon-assiste
direct transitions are favored, leading to an increase of
sorption, which operates in the opposite direction. The b
ance of both processes, for a given photon energy above
band gap, finally determines the evolution of the reflectiv
as a function of temperature. For the particular case of sin
crystalline Ge and Si, an extensive discussion about temp
ture dependence of the optical constants of both materia
function of temperature in a wide photon energy interval c
be found in Refs. 2 and 5, respectively. According to the d
there provided, in our case, the observed decreasing ev
tion of R as a function of temperature in Ge is related to
Downloaded 12 Mar 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to A
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photon energy of the probe beam (hy52.41 eV) which is
close to two important features2 of the band structure of Ge
i.e. E1 and E11D1 ~direct interband transitions in theL
direction of the Brillouin zone!. In this region, both real (e1)
and imaginary (e2) parts of the dielectric function exhibit a
peak that tends to broaden and to shift to lower energie
the temperature is increased,2 explaining the observed de
crease of reflectivity with temperature. For the case ofc-Si,
the PME measurements performed by Jellison and Mod5

show that below theE08 and E1 features, bothe1 and e2

monotonically increase with temperature, explaining qual
tively the fact that the reflectivity follows a nearly linea
increase for temperatures up to 1000 K.5

The comparison of our measurements of the tempera
dependence of the reflectivity ofc-Ge andc-Si ~up to tem-
peratures below the melting point! with those reported
elsewhere1,2,3,5 ~also included in Fig. 4! shows in general a
good agreement, the maximum deviation at a given temp
ture being in all cases below 2.5%. For the case ofc-Ge in
the range of temperatures between 300 and 700 K, our m
surements show an exponential-like decreasing beha
which is in good agreement with the values reported by V˜a
et al.2 The interpolation of our data, using the reflectivi
value we have measured at the melting temperature of
~1210 K! by means of RTR measurements is, in addition,
excellent agreement with the value reported at 1070 K
Aspnes and Studna.1

For the case ofc-Si, the obtained values exhibit
smooth increase whose evolution is in perfect agreem
with the results of Franc¸ois et al.3 Jellison and Modine5 re-
ported that the reflectivity ofc-Si follows the empirical ex-
pression up to 1000 K for probing wavelengths in the ran
410–730 nm

R~l,T!5R~l,T5300 K!1531025~T2300 K!. ~1!

The results for 514.5 nm, are also plotted in Fig. 4 where i
seen they are similar to the results obtained in this work
temperatures up to 500 K. For higher temperatures, the s
we experimentally observe is 3% higher.

Since oxidation effects could be one of the reasons
explain the small differences observed in the case ofc-Si, it
is important to remind that the experiments in Refs. 3 an
and the ones here presented were all carried out in wafe
which the native oxide layer was not removed. The measu
ments in Ref. 3 were performed in ultrahigh vacuum a
those in Ref. 5 in an Ar–H2 atmosphere. Very recently
Heller et al.7 have performed very accurate measurement
the reflectivity of Si at 633 nm in air for temperatures up
500 K. The Si surface was intentionally oxidized before t
measurements generating SiO2 layers of 2, 20, and 200 nm
These authors showed that an increase of the oxide l
thickness leads to an increase of the slope of the tempera
dependence of the reflectivity. Assuming that some ox
formation have occurred during the measurements both
our case and in Ref. 3, the oxide layer thickness require
bring the evolution of the reflectivity quoted in Ref. 5 to
slope similar to that of Ref. 3 above 500 K and this wo
would be in the order of 20 nm. It is impossible to produ
such a thick layer by annealing at a temperature in the ra
IP license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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300–800 K during less than 1 h invacuum (1027 Pa in Ref.
3, 1023 Pa in our case! and thus surface oxidation cann
account for the differences observed. They could be rela
to some type of surface modification occurring at tempe
tures above 500 K in the slightly reducing atmosphere u
in the experiment done by Jellison and Modine.5

This comparison also indicates that the discrepancy
scribed in Ref. 12 between the experimental values ofR(Tm)
~obtained by RTR! and the linear extrapolation of values
lower temperatures was most likely caused by the poor t
resolution of the RTR experiment used. Our results sh
clearly that there are no overheating effects in the solid ph
under nanosecond pulse irradiation.

V. CONCLUSION

The reflectivity of solid semiconductors (c-Ge,c-Si) at
the melting temperature could be successfully measured
an accuracy better than 2% using high temporal resolu
reflectivity measurements. The main advantage of this sin
exposure transient technique when compared to conventi
ones is that the measurements are performed over a
window that is much shorter than the time required to indu
any oxidation effects and thus the experiments can be ca
out in air. The comparison of the reflectivity measureme
carried out using this heating transient technique to th
obtained by conventional heating at lower temperatures i
cates that no overheating of the solid occurs and that
dependence of the reflectivity ofc-Si on temperature depart
from the linear dependence proposed earlier by 3% in
range 500 K up toTm . The measurements ofRS(Tm) can be
extended to other laser wavelengths as far as the probe
can provide single mode output. With an improved tim
Downloaded 12 Mar 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to A
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resolution, this technique could even provide a measurem
of the whole reflectivity evolution from room temperature
the melting point in a single exposure.
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